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SUCH AS IT WAS OUR TIME ON EARTH 
SEEMED LIKE NOTHING MORE THAN  
A FIGMENT OF LIGHT NO SOONER PERCEIVED 
THAN INCINERATED BY ITS OWN HEAT 
 

“… desde que nacimos estamos enfermos de muerte” 
                          Miguel Ángel Asturias, El Alhajadito 
 

in the noon of the eye – white madness 
jargon of evaporating horizons  
bodies decomposed in circular airs 
ascending ever ascending into 
the bonfires of the mind 
transmigrating effigies of thought 
like the light emitted by sand 
until everything becomes wrapped 
in its own envelope of sleep 
dreams entwined in the ivy of illusion 
green fixations of dwindling energy 
shadows enormously distended 
becoming blank as statues  
for whom history has never existed 
deities of non-being ! has the world 
ever been anything more than a cipher 
a reduced ember potential with fire ? 
imagination of the ear cut off 
from the nerve of verticality 
how all things become dizzy and fall 
fainting from the excess of posture 
just as you and I traversing the lawn 
of eternity one fine summer hour 
came to a dead-stop by the riverbank 
where the clarity of day exposed 
our faces in the water of negation 
what was the other trying to become 
if not the undefined One ? 
stories of ancient heroes often nothing 
more than trivial bouts with tin cans 
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boxing with reed figures in the dark 
ravings of sibylline mouths 
waiting even as stone does 
for the razor’s edge of time  
to cut neatly through horizontal space 
leaving on either side of memory 
indecipherable ruins 
 

06-23-16 

 

 

 

 
LAST SUMMER’S DUST ALREADY 
A FADE AND WEARY CLOUD  
WERE WE EVER ANY CLOSER TO HOME ? 
 

“Laudato si, mi’Signore, per sora nostra morte 
                                                     corporale” 
                                   Francesco d’Assisi 
 

jackals rust decay hallucinations 
goddess Hera ruses subterfuge delays 
man’s lot some small meager today 
when light brightest in length shines 
do over the hill and hide Thy face , man ! 
set to fightin’ them Trojans tear ‘em 
all apart to hell in dusty earth to bite 
knock their teeth out smash ‘em ribs 
knock their eyeballs through bone  
adhere to no thing let darkness in 
through the apertures the sea’s rising 
megaphone set on the shore electrocutes 
the voice that whines for damn pity’s sake 
round the wall drag the lifeless corpse 
let ‘em know he’ll play billiards no more 
peer review of the dead they say declines 
hours fleet like minutes in the grass 
shadow and shadow do each other in a 
grave to husk plying mortar boards 
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and set high the pyres tonight for sure 
pray to all the blasted gods whose cheating 
blazes knaves to filthy ash and home go ! 
flimsy ghost wrapped in torn linen  
weep as never before into blighted metal 
roar of ears escape hatches noises AOI 
drop the soul from its scratched lint 
into the briny surf remember not how 
summer’s finest wore themselves to skin 
bruises patched with lime and suet 
this year’s cement crops bitter amnesia 
see the way he keeled over and barfed 
life’s puzzling stew spattered his feet 
so long little ego ! archaic destinies 
platonic overtures to the lying theme 
each his other a nurtured drug dreams 
th’enemy this time won’t so easily flee 
into the cornfields razed the aching mind 
how will Homer recall all this brilling ? 
ten years tied to the mast a siren’s song 
drilled and bounced the nostalgic thought 
my love ! dice and looms and drunken rout 
loudly stars ken the savage loner’s void 
drown pith the armor pained long last 
tied to poor little mummy’s heaving chest 
a language you are having ! an enigma ! 
 

06-24-16 

   
 

 

 

EPITAPH 
 

snake the weave into the grass 
to read the litters from afar 
rope the alphabit with shards 
clayey sameness dead we part 
listing sidewards the shoreline 
illegible through foggy argument 
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still descry nothing more than sky 
its outer hull an orange reef 
dawn mothering dread horses 
fear the woof between the reeds 
day’s slanted light like parchment 
translucent indecipherable rent 
does blindness then house the eye 
and ear surged into remote noise 
no more hears divine the vowel 
round which a meaning twirled 
brain sneaks into marshy moan 
man’s whole oneness sundered 
trying hard to make some sense 
we will be gone by tomorrow 
nothing learned by our reading 
invisible airs a music unwritten 
scores of leaves like somber notes 
fall all around in swirling circles  
a god of make-believe hides deep 
in the body’s swollen sickness 
sweep the plaintiff into the choir 
where twilights ply their loom 
distance is in the oceanic text 
filigrees of hieroglyph and wedge 
remoteness of the raveling scroll 
asterisms big bangs black holes 
the massive boundless void 
no light remembers scripture 
no lamp dazzles above the head 
mere arch-darkness an echo 
sad lingering in the final wave 
here did Tom with Mary play 
 

06-24-16 
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 LATE LIGHT COMES SHINING 
WHEN NOTHING MORE IS TO SEE 
                           for jack foley  
 

what do we ask of the world ? 
a garlic clove a cinnamon stick 
the nightingale’s song when you were 20 
the nightingale’s song now you’re gone 
what is there to understand of the world ? 
numinous wonder of the night skies ! 
eight times eight and then some  
you came in out of the choir 
a voice attached to the echo of a shadow 
what’s the difference between a window 
and what the blind imagine light to be ? 
what do we want of the world ? 
a grocery list or an epic poem 
rival Greek squads marauding yelling 
waking us up out of our sleep 
for generations death was just a fib 
a legend occurring between mariposa 
and butterfly their unconsumed flight 
then we looked up too late to see 
the fatal engine of the god of clouds 
angels disarmingly swift come to 
remove the body from its shape 
and all that noise down below  
the world and nothing more to ask 
 

06-26-16 
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WHEN THE HAND YOU HOLD 
OF THE ONE YOU LOVE  
SUDDENLY BECOMES ALL OF SPACE 

                 Adelle Foley, r.i.p. 
 

who can know what the soul is  
either a swarm of bees  
clustering in the meadow of a noon 
light honey and green fragrance 
or the place smoke goes when 
sky fades at the end of day 
try as one might to understand the body 
what is it but the infirmity of mind 
to hold on to a name 
yesterday is all of eternity 
small voices ringing in unseen bells 
calling back always calling back 
what does it mean to adumbrate ? 
to cast a shadow on disappearing waves 
to merge unconsciousness 
with the shape of something passing  
like a flower in a distant field 
 

06-27-16 
 

 

 

 
THE EARTH-SHAKER NEPTUNE  
RISING FROM THE DEPTHLESS 
WATERS STRIKES FROM MEMORY 
THE WORLD OF LIGHT AND BREATH 
 

Neptune shaking his briny wet locks 
looking around the befogged shoreline 
his glaucous eyes imminent with thunder 
you human beast  ! howls the god 
of middle things of water of depths 
immersing his divine self in  
the cold parallax of infinity 
other mortals come and go  
like ants ! marching heedlessly 
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into the smithy of Hades  
what is in their eyes that causes 
such an instantaneous blindness ? 
Neptune spits from his great green lips 
and earth shakes inconsolably 
countless the mortals that stumble 
in the crevice falling eternally 
into the smoking inky abyss 
thinking at last to have discovered 
the heaven of the infinite stars  
 

is infatuation a form of matter ? 
is what we see undisciplined craving 
that undresses the Muses even 
as they turn their beauty into smoke ? 
mind ? a thimble full of water 
running over into the dark 
Neptune turns his gaze into our hearts 
 you human beast ! cities of life 
one by one buried in the tumult of air 
scarcely a blade of grass to remember 
the flower lopped all too soon  
 

by the place where the waves break 
by the small eddying sands we meet 
to recall dimly in memory of the sea  
vague forms shapes rising from the dew 
souls married in the shadow of the rock 
souls united in eternal light 
does Neptune then turn his gaze 
on us casting off his hoary thoughts ? 
not beasts but recollections of wind 
of shimmering entities flitting 
as dragonfly or hummingbird 
in eternity’s all too brief moment 
a song a distance a fading hue 
where there is no horizon 
dividing sea from its afterlife 
and memory from its absence 

 

06-28-16 


